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Abstract

In signaling games, prejudice occurs if an employer pre-judges some applicants with-
out information and dismisses their signals based on irrelevant characteristics like
race. When signaling is ine¢ cient, competition among applicants lowers their sig-
naling incentives and the quality of signals signi�cantly. Then, prejudice is chosen
to reduce competition. Prejudice against a type is inherited through inherited low-
income. While the prejudice is against a low-income group, it appears to be against a
type, because type and income are highly correlated through inheritance. In order to
reduce prejudice, we advocate policies that enhance the quality of signals and sever
the link with inequality.
JEL Classi�cation Numbers: J71, D82, D83, J78
Keywords: Competitive Signaling, Prejudice, Discrimination, Income Inequality,

Inheritance.



1 Introduction

Prejudice is "a preconceived judgment or opinion, an adverse opinion or learning

formed without just grounds or before su¢ cient knowledge" (Merriam Webster dic-

tionary). Hence, prejudice implies decision-making without having all relevant in-

formation. Typically, this occurs when the relevant information is private and not

veri�able. In such a situation, a person (e.g., an applicant) with valuable private

information typically has an incentive to reveal the hidden information by investing

in signaling. The question is, however, whether the receiver of the information (e.g.,

an employer) is always interested in using all of the signals. In fact, the existence of

prejudice implies that this may not be the case. Consider an example in which there

are two applicants for a job and that one is white (A) and one is black (B). The

black applicant B�s signal may never reach the employer, if the employer acquires the

white candidate A�s signal only. It would never be known whether B had a qualifying

signal, or was even more quali�ed than A. In this case, there is prejudice because

the information about the black candidate was never utilized due to race-based, prej-

udiced pre-screening. In this context, this paper models prejudice as an employer�s

rational decision to under-utilize signaling from a particular race or gender due to a

lack of interest in �nding the hidden information from those types.

Why would the employer refuse to take potentially useful information from a par-

ticular race or gender? This paper �nds that less information is preferred only if sig-

naling is su¢ ciently ine¢ cient. In that case, when an adverse factor like competition

reduces applicants�incentives to signal, the quality of signal decreases substantially.

Then, the employer faces a trade-o¤ between obtaining high-quality signals from a

few applicants and obtaining low-quality signals from all applicants. By excluding

some applicants at a pre-screening stage, prejudice shrinks the pool of applicants

remaining in competition, which enhances the remaining applicants� incentives to

signal. In order to ensure the best quality from the remaining, favored applicants,

the employer may choose prejudice. Therefore, the main role of prejudice is to lessen

the competition. In pre-screening the applicants, the employer needs to rely on one

or more characteristics of the applicants. Since the purpose of pre-screening is to

limit the amount of information to explore, the characteristics need not be informa-

tive. However, to easily separate the applicants, the characteristics must be readily

observable. This explains why prejudice tends to be associated with characteristics
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like race and gender. Competition alone does not lead to prejudice unless the e¤ect of

reduced incentives on the quality of signals is severe. This happens only if signaling

is su¢ ciently ine¢ cient. Thus, prejudice is the evidence of ine¢ cient signaling.

In the literature, prejudice is often considered to be equivalent to discrimination.

However, in this paper, prejudice di¤ers from discrimination in that prejudice de-

termines the degree of competition in signaling and how much of the information is

to be available, whereas discrimination redistributes signaling incentives among the

applicants for any given level of competition and information. When A and B are

competing for one position, there is discrimination against B if A is preferred, al-

though both A and B are equally quali�ed. However, if A is unquali�ed, B will get

a chance, as long as B is quali�ed. In this case, there is no disadvantage for B. This

situation never arises if there is prejudice against B, because B never gets to show

whether she is quali�ed. This makes a signi�cant di¤erence to B. With prejudice, B

has no incentive to signal at all. However, under discrimination, B has an incentive

because discrimination occurs only if there are too many quali�ed applicants.

Naturally, prejudice against B will occur only if the employer never plans to hire

B even if she is quali�ed. Such a strong disutility from more information (B�s signal)

seems counter-intuitive when all information is intrinsically valuable, as in this paper.

All of the signals in this paper can be of high quality if all applicants are willing to

make su¢ cient e¤ort. Prejudice occurs only because of insu¢ cient e¤ort, particularly

byB. Why is it that one applicant, B, does not make enough e¤ort, whereas the other,

A, does? Without competition, this is di¢ cult to explain. One possible explanation

in the statistical discrimination literature is that B encounters prejudice because she

believes she will. Expecting prejudice, B makes insu¢ cient e¤ort. This results in the

belief in prejudice to become self-ful�lling. However, if there is a su¢ cient number of

positions to �ll, it makes little sense to hold such a self-ful�lling belief.

In contrast, the belief is not groundless if there is competition as a result of having

more applicants than the number of available positions.1 In this case, every applicant

faces the possibility of failing to obtain a position. They expect that their signaling

e¤ort may be wasted with or without prejudice. Without prejudice, the e¤ort is

wasted if the applicant does not win the competition, whereas with prejudice, the

e¤ort is wasted if the applicant does not possess the favorable characteristic. Hence,

their signaling incentive decreases in competition, which reduces the quality of their

1This is quite common in reality because job seekers typically send out multiple applications.
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signals and promotes prejudice. Thus, competition is a key factor in sustaining the

reasonable belief that leads to prejudice.

Another important question is why the prejudice is always against B, but not

against A. Why would B alone expect prejudice, but not A? Theoretically, prejudice

against a type in the literature is intrinsically random, in the sense that although A

may be favored now, it is possible for A to encounter prejudice later. However, that

never occurs. Why? This paper shows that prejudice against B is inherited by B�s

children as a result of their inherited, low-income status. If wealthier people can a¤ord

a better signaling technology, because of their greater wealth, A�s children produce

signals of a higher quality, than those of B�s children who possess less e¢ cient signal-

ing technology. This encourages prejudice to arise against B�s children. Although the

prejudice against B may have been random, to B�s children, the prejudice is system-

atic due to their disadvantage in signaling as a result of inherited income inequality.

In this case, although prejudice is essentially against the income disadvantage of B�s

children, it would appear to be against B�s race since the low-income status is highly

correlated with B�s race that the children inherit. Thus, prejudice against B�s race

persists, as long as the income inequality is inherited by the following generations.

To break the link between income inequality and prejudice, we discuss in Section 5

the e¤ectiveness of progressive taxes on inheritances.

The e¢ ciency of unprejudiced, full information under competition is achieved

when the signals are "informative." This is possible only if the signals are closely

correlated with the hidden quality of applicants, instead of irrelevant factors such

as income status or race. Thus, in combatting prejudice, the main goals must be

to improve the di¤erentiability of signals and to restore a healthy signaling system.

Then, any di¤erence in signaling outcomes would be attributed only to a di¤erence in

the hidden quality, at which point competitive signaling could become most e¤ective.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie�y summa-

rizes the contributions of this paper to the literature. Section 3 develops the main

framework of strategic signaling in competition for ex ante identical applicants with

a simple structure of prejudice. Section 4 considers a more general model of preju-

dice that allows limited competition and analyzes the relationship between income

inequality and prejudice when the inequality is inherited. Section 5 discusses the

implications of related policies. Section 6 presents the conclusions.
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2 Contributions to the literature

This paper is the �rst to model prejudice as the employer�s purposeful decision to

ignore signals from some applicants. This di¤erentiates prejudice from discrimination

in that discriminating against persons who have the same quali�cation can occur only

if there is no prejudice (i.e., only after those who were subject to discrimination had

an opportunity to reveal their qualifying signal to the employer). However, in the

case of prejudice, all opportunities are preempted, including the one to be subject to

discrimination. Prejudice is a more serious problem than discrimination as it denies

the usefulness of signaling and reduces the use of signals. In contrast, discrimination

uses the same signals unequal way, which will not even occur if not too many people

have the same quali�cation.

In the literature, prejudice and discrimination are considered equivalent. The lit-

erature on discrimination focuses on what induces "di¤erential treatments." In Becker

(1957), discrimination is described as a matter of preference, whereas in Phelps (1972)

and Arrow (1973), group inequality is a result of rational choice in the context of in-

complete information game. Statistical discrimination literature further delves into

various reasons that justify the use of group index to infer the unobservable quality

of applicants. In this literature, group inequality can arise in equilibrium even with-

out an exogenous di¤erence between groups. Coate and Loury (1993) explain that

the inequality is a result of group-wide coordination onto di¤erent equilibria (i.e.,

coordination failure). Moro and Norman (2004) explain it as a result of group-wide

specialization over di¤erent types of jobs. Moro and Norman (2004) model discrim-

ination as a "relative" advantage that induces a greater payo¤ for one group at the

expense of another. In their general equilibrium model where the production technol-

ogy requires two complementary inputs, discrimination is an outcome of two groups�

specialization in di¤erent tasks. For a detailed survey of statistical discrimination

literature, see Fang and Moro (2011).2

2Given the myriad of studies on discrimination, we only refer to those studies that are most
closely related to this paper. Mailath et al (2000) model discrimination as an outcome of search fric-
tions. Chaudhuri and Sethi (2008) discuss the relationship between integration and discrimination.
Blume (2005) shows that discrimination is a result of �rms�learning in regard to worker investment
decisions. Fryer (2007) �nds that a discriminated worker who overcomes initial discrimination can
actually bene�t from the discrimination. For the literature that explains what makes the group
inequality persistent, see Dulauf (1996), Benabou (1996), Mookerjee et al (2010), and Bowles et al.
(2014), for examples.
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The wage in this paper resembles "posted wage" in Lang et al.(2008). They

show how posted wages amplify slight racial preferences to produce signi�cant racial

discrimination and segregation in labor markets. In the present paper, this commonly-

observed labor market practice is used to re�ect the expected number of high-ability

applicants with a qualifying signal. Because the ability type is unobservable and the

signals are not perfectly correlated with the types of ability, the employers are unable

to adjust perfectly their posted wages to the ex post market-clearing level. Thus, we

take the wage to be exogenous.

This paper shares the same feature of strategic signaling by competing applicants

in Mialon and Yoo (2017). However, this paper di¤ers from Mialon and Yoo (2017) in

several important aspects. First, this paper shows how the employer can adjust the

level of competition by the choice of prejudice and how applicants�signaling incentives

vary for di¤erent levels of competition. Second, this paper provides a link between

income inequality and prejudice/discrimination. Third, this paper focuses on the

e¢ ciency of signaling and how much information becomes available in the economy,

whereas Mialon and Yoo (2017) focus on the pro�tability of discrimination for the

employer and why some information is favored than other, for a given level of com-

petition. In this paper, prejudice is an outcome of su¢ ciently ine¢ cient competitive

signaling or an outcome of incentive distortion that is caused by discrimination. Such

ine¢ ciency can have a prolonged impact on the economy when income inequality is

inherited to predetermine the foundation of signaling for following generations.

3 Model

Consider an economy that has many identical employers and applicants. Each ap-

plicant bears an observable characteristic � 2 � = f1; 2; :::ng, n � 2, as well as an

unobservable ability Q 2 fH;Lg. With probability q > 0, an applicant � has a high
(H) ability. An employer is randomly matched to n applicants. Assume that one

applicant for each type � is randomly drawn. The employer has k positions that pay

W . If k � n, applicants anticipate that there will be no competition for the posi-

tions. However, if k < n, applicants expect competition and a non-negligible chance

of failing to get the position. The main analysis is based on this case (Section 3.2).

Applicants can make an e¤ort to signal their ability. The unobservable e¤ort of

e 2 [0; 1] produces an observable signal of high-ability �H with probability e and a
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signal of low-ability �L with 1 � e. C�Q(e) and c�Q(e) are the cost and the marginal
cost, respectively, of investing in e for type �Q applicant. C�Q(e) is strictly convex,

twice di¤erentiable, C�L(e) � C�H(e), C�Q(0) = 0, and c�L(e) > c�H(e). While

applicants are ex ante identical in the sense that c�L(e)=c�H(e) = cL(e)=cH(e) for all

� initially, we allow heterogeneity in Section 4 by considering that they can acquire

a better signaling technology that improves the e¢ ciency and lowers c�L(e)=c�H(e).

The employer receives V > 0 by hiring anH�type applicant, and 0 by selecting an
L�type applicant. The employer can see any signal from a type � applicant only if he
spends time to review the details of ��s application, whereas � is readily observable.

Prejudice (P ) occurs when the employer reads the details of the applications only

from a subset of applicants �P (based on �), as the employer obtains signals only

from the pre-selected types i 2 �P � � and forgoes information from types j =2 �P .
If there is no prejudice, the employer undertakes hiring with full information (T )

about all available signals �H or �L from all applicants.3

Let W be the wage for an applicant with �H . The contingent wage for �L is

normalized at zero. Then, by construction, the employer never hires an applicant

with a signal �L for a position that pays W . In this way, we focus on the employer�s

hiring strategy for applicants with �H and how the changes in the informative value

of the qualifying signal �H contribute to prejudice in equilibrium.

The timing of the signaling game is as follows. At Stage 0, nature determines k

positions for the employer. The employer announces k andW . At Stage 1, applicants

determine their e¤ort e to signal their ability Q and the employer decides whether to

review the details of the entire pool of applicants (T ) or only those from a subset (P ).

If P is chosen, n� of applicants are pre-selected with probability p�, n� < n. At Stage

2, the information (�H or �L) becomes available to the employer. If P was chosen at
Stage 1, the employer can observe the signals only from the pre-selected i 2 �P . If
T was chosen, instead, all applicants�signals are obtained. At Stage 3, the employer

makes his hiring decisions based on the information from available signals.

3Typically, reviewing and processing of information incurs a cost s for the employer. According
to the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), in 2011, the estimated average cost-per-
hire was $4,285 for organizations with 1000 or more employees and $3,079 for organizations with
fewer than 1000 employees. In this paper, for simplicity, we assume that the cost is negligible but
positive (s � 0) so that if E(T ) = E(P ) without considering s, then the employer prefers P to save
s. If we consider s > 0, reviewing only a subset of the applicants, P generates extra cost savings.
Thus, the set of parameters in which prejudice is attractive to the employer will become larger. In
this case, in order to prevent prejudice, competitive signaling needs to be much more e¢ cient.
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3.1 Non-competitive signaling

If k � n, because there are more positions than the number of applicants, the appli-
cants expect no competition. At Stage 3, the employer is willing to hire any applicant

� with a signal �H , as long as ��(Hj�H)V �W � 0, where ��(Hj�H) := qe�H
qe�H+(1�q)e�L ,

and e�Q > 0 is the probability of observing �H from the type �Q applicant. Then, at

Stage 1, any applicant i with �i(Hj�H)V �W � 0 is included in a group �P whose
applications are reviewed thoroughly with probability pi > 0. For all other j =2 �P ,
pj = 0. Only if ��(Hj�H)V �W � 0 for all �, T is chosen to obtain full information.
If the qualifying signal �H from j is expected to have a low value to identify a H-type

applicant, the employer chooses not to acquire the signal from j in the �rst place by

excluding those � in the review with a choice of P . Hence, we won�t observe that j is

selected in Stage 1 but not hired at Stage 3 even though she has a �H , because that

would result in wasting the information that was obtained from a thorough review

at Stage 1, which could have been avoided with P . Signals are acquired only if the

information is valuable to the employer. The employer prioritizes the choice between

T and P to determine the value of seeking more signals from more applicants.

Let � be the probability that the employer chooses T . � = 0 if P . Then, for an

applicant of type �Q, the expected payo¤ from investing in e is U�Q(e) = e[� + (1�
�)p�]W � C�Q(e). The optimal e¤ort level e�Q > 0 satis�es

c�Q(e�Q) = [�+ (1� �)p�]W| {z }
x�

. (1)

x� determines the signaling incentive for �. For any given x� > 0, e�H > e�L. (1)

shows that if k � n, e�Q is independent of the e¤orts by other types �0, e�0Q. The

employer�s expected payo¤ from the use of type � applicant�s information is

V� := qe�H(V �W )� (1� q)e�LW . (2)

The expected payo¤s from full information (T ) and prejudiced reviews of a subset

�P (P ) are, respectively,

ENC(T ) =
X
�2�

V� and ENC(P ) =
X
�2�P

p�V�. (3)
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Given that the highest value of x� is W , the following assumptions ensure that ap-

plicants�signaling e¤orts are intrinsically valuable to the employer.

Assumption 1 c�1�L (W )

c�1�H(W )
< � for all �, where � = q(V�W )

(1�q)W > 0.

Assumption 2 c�1�L (a1)

c�1�H(a1)
>

c�1�L (a2)

c�1�H(a2)
for a2 > a1.

Lemma 1 Let w0 be the value at which
c�1L (w0W )

c�1H (w0W )
= �. When k � n, prejudice exists

in equilibrium only if some j believes pj � w0.

Proof. Proofs are provided in the Appendix.
The equilibrium is self-ful�lling depending on the applicants�expectation of the

chance to be reviewed. From (1), as long as all applicants expect a su¢ ciently high

chance of being reviewed (�+ (1� �)p�), they make a su¢ cient e¤ort, which results
in V� > 0 for all �. Then, all of the signals are useful to the employer and, thus, full
information occurs in equilibrium. Similarly, prejudice can occur in equilibrium only

because of self-ful�lling expectations of a low pj for some j.

3.2 Competitive signaling

The traditional, non-competitive signaling model in the previous section does not

answer satisfactorily two questions regarding prejudice. First, why would applicant j

believe that pj will be low? If k � n, the employer will always be willing to hire any
applicant who makes a su¢ cient e¤ort. Then, there is no reason to believe that type

j will never get a chance even if she makes a su¢ cient e¤ort to signal her quality.

Second, even if such a belief of pj is possible, why is it consistently against type j,

but never against type i?

This paper argues that prejudice makes sense only in the context of competition.

Prejudice (and discrimination) is always a relative concept: o¤ering to type i an

opportunity to prove her quali�cation becomes prejudice only if the same opportunity

is not available to type j for no proper reason. If k � n, the belief that j�s opportunity
would be preempted for no reason is groundless. However, if k < n, the belief of a

low pj is no longer groundless because everyone knows that not all can be hired.

The applicants expect that the employer may not seek all signals. Moreover, they

expect that, if more than k applicants have a qualifying signal �H , some � with �H
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may not be hired. The employer selects the "best k candidates," relative to the

others by a comparison of their signals. In order to be hired, an applicant needs

not only a qualifying signal, but also a higher quality of the signal than those of

her competitors. Therefore, in competition, the signaling decisions of all applicants

become interdependent.

Suppose that the employer chooses T to review all n and that at Stage 3, he

observes that m applicants have �H . Let M be the set of quali�ed applicants. If

m � k, all � 2 M can be hired. However, if m > k, the employer can hire � 2 M
only with probability ��m 2 [0; 1]. If �im 6= �jm, there is discrimination since the two
applicants i; j 2 M are treated di¤erently despite that they have identical signals

�H . Note that the di¤erential treatment of i and j can occur only if both of them

had an opportunity to show their qualifying signal �H , whereas prejudice means

giving the opportunity only to i 2 �P , and withdrawing it from j =2 �P . Moreover,
discrimination occurs only if m > k.

Example 1 Suppose that there are n = 3 applicants, � 2 f1; 2; 3g, k = 1 and that

types 1 and 3 have a qualifying signal �H (m = 2). With full information under T ,

the employer sees �H from types 1 and 3. Without discrimination, types 1 or 3 is

selected with a 1/2 probability. Instead, if the employer selects type 1 only (�12 =

1, �32 = 0), there is discrimination against type 3, although there is no prejudice.

Prejudice against 3 occurs if the employer acquires signals only from types 1 and 2.

In this case, he observes �H from type 1, but will never know if type 3 also has �H .

In this section, we consider a simple structure of prejudice: when P is chosen,

the employer pre-selects n� applicants to include in �P for review and pi = k=n�,

i 2 �P , k � n� < n. If n� > k, although there is no guarantee for type i to be

reviewed (pi < 1), once reviewed, any i 2 �P with �H is hired. By reducing the set
of considered applicants from n to n�, prejudice reduces competition. This simple

structure particularly assumes that there is no competition among the n� applicants

after P is set. By doing so, in this section, we focus on identifying the impact

of competition for full information T and what promotes prejudice that removes

competition. In Section 4, however, we allow competition among the pre-selected n�

applicants after P .
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3.2.1 Applicants�signaling e¤ort

Under T , when m applicants have a qualifying signal �H , (i) if m > k, an applicant

� with �H faces competition. Her signaling e¤ort pays o¤ only if she wins in compe-

tition. This occurs with probability ��m. However, (ii) if m � k, she is guaranteed

to be hired (as she has been chosen for review at Stage 1). When m > k, let F��Cm
denote the probability that the quali�ed applicant � faces competition with m � 1
other quali�ed applicants. F��Cm is a function of e��.

Example 2 Suppose that n = 3, � 2 f1; 2; 3g, and k = 1. Under T , applicant 1H
with �H faces competition at Stage 3 whenever m > 1; in which case she is hired

with probability �1m � 1. However, if m = 1, she is hired for sure because she is

the only one with �H . Each type � has a qualifying signal �H with a probability of

f� = qe�H + (1 � q)e�L. Then, for 1H, the probability of competing with two other
quali�ed applicants (m = 3) is F�1C3 = f2f3, and the probability when m = 2 is

F�1C2 = (f2 + f3 � 2f2f3).

The expected payo¤ for type �Q applicant is

U�Q(e) = e [�w� + (1� �)p�]W � C�Q(e), (4)

where w� �
nX

m=k+1

(F��Cm � ��m) +
 
1�

nX
m=k+1

F��Cm

!
, (5)

and
Pn

m=k+1 F��Cm is the total probability of competition. For example, if k = 2,Pn
m=3 F��Cm is a probability that at least two more applicants besides � have �H .

The optimal e¤ort level e�Q > 0 satis�es

c�Q(e�Q) = [�w� + (1� �)p�]W| {z }
x�C

, (6)

for x�C > 0 and w� is de�ned in (5). If x�C = 0, e�H = e�L = 0. (6) determines type

�Q�s best response for given e��, �; p�; and ��m. Note that, if k � n, ��m = 1 always
and, thus, w� = 1 for all �. Then, (6) coincides with (1). x�C �! x� (in (1)) as k

increases. Other things being equal, x�C � x�, since the signaling incentive under

competition x�C is now weighted by w� � 1. This is because obtaining the position
is not guaranteed (��m � 1) even after obtaining the qualifying signal �H . Thus,

applicants�incentive to signal is lower under competition.
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Proposition 1 Ceteris paribus, competition reduces applicants�incentive to signal.

The expectation of limited positions reduces the applicants�incentive to invest in

signaling. This is because an applicant�s signaling e¤ort imposes a negative exter-

nality on the other applicants. If more than k � 1 of other applicants have �H , the
probability for an applicant � with �H to secure the position falls to ��m � 1. The
applicant�s chance to be chosen for the position improves only if there are not many

applicants with �H . Under-utilizing signals, P relieves such a competitive pressure.

Once her signal is reviewed after being pre-selected as one of the n� applicants, she

expects to be hired as long as she is quali�ed. We �nd that this is what triggers the

employer�s incentive to under-utilize information (prejudice P ). The employer may

choose P in order to alleviate the impact of competition, if competition signi�cantly

reduces the applicants�incentive to signal. This is shown in Sections 3.2.3 and 4.1.

The impact of prejudice (p� = 0) on applicant ��s signaling incentive is not equiv-

alent to that of discriminating � always with ���m = 0. In Example 1, when �3m = 0,

type 3 expects no selection under T only if m � 2 and, thus, has a positive incentive
to signal for the m = 1 case, i.e., x3C = [1� (f2 + f3 � f2f3)]W > 0, whereas, if

p3 = 0 under P , she has no incentive to signal x3C = 0 as she expects no chance to

reveal her qualifying signal at all.

3.2.2 Employer�s hiring strategy

Discrimination at Stage 3 First, consider the employer �s decision concerning the

optimal ���m if more than k applicants are found to have �H after T . For example,

suppose that n = 3; k = 1 and that two applicants � = 1; 3 have �H (m = 2).

Type 1�s signal is valuable to the employer if �1(Hj�H)V � W � 0. However, in

this case, a more important question is whether type 1 is best, given that k = 1.

The employer prefers � = 1 only if type 1�s signal is better than type 3�s signal, i.e.,

�1(Hj�H) > �3(Hj�H) , e1L
e1H

< e3L
e3H
, provided that �1(Hj�H)V � W , e1L

e1H
� �.

The condition e1L
e1H

< e3L
e3H

implies that the employer believes that type 1�s �H is more

likely from H�type than type 3�s �H . When many applicants have signals that are
equally qualifying, the employer prefers applicants whose signals are least likely to

be misinterpreted. Thus, when m ·(> k) applicants have �H , a type i applicant is

preferable to type j if eiL=eiH < ejL=ejH . Then, ��im > �
�
jm.
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Prejudice at Stage 1 With the plan of optimal ���m at Stage 3, the employer �s

expected payo¤ at Stage 1 from acquiring full information is

E(T ) =

nX
�=1

w��V�, (7)

where V� is de�ned in (2) and w�� is w� in (5) evaluated at ���m. Compared to ENC(T )
in (3), in E(T ) with competition, the value of signal V� is now weighted by w�� , and
w�� < 1 for some �. Meanwhile, the employer�s expected payo¤ from P and reviewing

only a subset �P of applicants is

E(P ) =
X
i2�P

piVi. (8)

Compared to (7), in the case of prejudiced reviews, pi replaces w�i for the weight of

Vi for the pre-selected i 2 �P and pj = 0 for all j =2 �P . A higher Vi from the

n� pre-selected applicants in �P increases E(P ). Thus, the employer chooses pi to

maximize the weight for those i with a high Vi and sets n� to maximize the number
of applicants with a high Vi.

3.2.3 Equilibrium prejudice

Here, we describe how prejudice arises in equilibrium when all applicants are ex

ante identical in that c�L(e)=c�H(e) = cL(e)=cH(e) for all �. Equilibrium prejudice

depends on the belief in discrimination at Stage 3. Hence, we characterize equilibrium

according to whether or not there is a belief of discriminatory ��m.

Belief of non-discriminatory ��m Suppose that the applicants expect no discrim-

ination at Stage 3, i.e. ��m = k=m under T . This belief holds only in a symmetric

equilibrium in which the applicants foresee a symmetric probability of encountering

competition, F��Cm = F�Cm, and they are equally motivated to signal.

Let wE be the unique �xed point that satis�es

wE = 1�
nX

m=k+1

F�Cm(wEW )

�
1� k

m

�
, (9)

when eH = c�1H (wEW ) and eL = c�1L (wEW ) are the e¤orts by H-type and L-type
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applicants, respectively. Then, equilibrium prejudice is described as follows.

Proposition 2 (Equilibrium prejudice under the belief of non-discriminatory ��m )

If wE � w0, the equilibrium always results in prejudice.

In equilibrium, the employer chooses to utilize full information T only if the

value of every signal is high enough that it is worthwhile to look into all signals.

This happens if every applicant makes su¢ cient e¤ort. In expectation of a non-

discriminatory competition, applicants�e¤orts are su¢ ciently high only if wE is higher

than w0, in which case they believe that, with �H , they have a su¢ ciently high

probability of obtaining the position. From (9), the level of wE depends on (i) the

level of competition,
Pn

m=k+1 F�Cm(1� k=m) and (ii) how sensitive the e¤ort level is
to increased competition, which depends on the shape of c�1Q (�), Q = H;L.
If signaling technology is very ine¢ cient, a small decrease in signaling incentive

will increase c�1L =c
�1
H markedly. This is when the expectation of competition alone can

signi�cantly destroy the signaling incentive under T and cause wE to fall below w0.

This reduces the e¤ort below the level at which the quality of signals is meaningful

to the employer. Then, the employer prefers prejudice, as it makes at least the pre-

selected applicants�signals worth looking into.

Prejudice optimizes the signaling incentives only for the pre-selected applicants.

Under P , only n�(< n) of applicants are pre-selected. The pre-selected i will be hired

as long as her e¤ort generates a qualifying signal �H . Such an unchallenged hiring

condition provides the maximum signaling incentive for the pre-selected i compared

to the full information case. Obviously, by choosing P , the employer incurs a risk of

forgoing an opportunity to hire quali�ed H�types in the unselected j types, if not
all of the pre-selected i have a �H . The risk is something he could avoid by choosing

T as he would have full access to all available �H from applicants. However, the

main drawback of T is that the signals are of lower quality because applicants make

less e¤ort to signal due to competition (Proposition 1). Hence, the employer never

chooses T if the reduction in the quality of �H is too severe in that wE � w0. The
low quality of signals under full information T induces prejudice.

Corollary 1 Suppose that wE � w0 and that there is prejudice in equilibrium. Equal
opportunity policies to enforce full information are not optimal. Instead, a proper

anti-prejudice policy should concentrate on improving the quality of signals.
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Prejudice is ine¢ cient as it discourages the full use of signaling and information.

However, full information also can be ine¢ cient if it encourages excessive production

of worthless information. Hence, when advocating full information T via equal oppor-

tunities, we need to be cautious. An implication of Propositions 2 is that if prejudice

is a result of employers�choice to avoid low-quality signals under full information T ,

a policy that simply reinstates such an ine¢ cient T cannot be optimal. Instead, a

more e¤ective remedy to reduce prejudice is to make the competitive signals from T

more informative. An example is to provide a better signaling method with a lower

c�1L =c
�1
H . As the quality of competitive signals improves, the employer will naturally

be more inclined to use full information T .

Belief of discriminatory ��m Now suppose that the ex ante identical applicants

believe that there is discrimination, �im 6= �jm. Here, we focus on analyzing how

the discriminatory belief a¤ects the conditions for equilibrium prejudice. A full de-

scription of equilibrium prejudice is deferred to Section 4 where we introduce limited

competition under prejudice.

To see the impact of discrimination, suppose that (the applicants believe that) �

shows the order of discrimination, where � = 1 being the most preferred. Let�s divide

the applicants into two groups I and J , where I = f1; 2; ::kg is a group of favored
�rst i applicants, and J is a group of the remaining j applicants, j > k. Applicants

believe that type i with �H will be hired with certainty, whereas hiring type j with

�H is uncertain (i.e., �im = 1 � �jm), when m applicants have �H . If it turns out

that m � k, there is no competition among the m applicants and, thus, �jm = 1.4

However, if m > k, type j is hired with �jm = 1 only if less than k � 1 of the m
quali�ed applicants are more preferred than j. In summary, for i � k < j,

xiC = W > xjC = wjW;

where wj =
nX

m=k+1

F�jCmIjmk +

 
1�

nX
m=k+1

F�jCm

!
< 1, (10)

Ijmk = 1 is an indicator when type j is one of the k preferred types among m 2 M ,
and Ijmk = 0, otherwise, for m > k. As expected, (10) shows that discrimination

lowers the discriminated type j�s signaling incentive.

4This must be the case when some of i applicants did not have �H .
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Proposition 3 Discrimination facilitates prejudice.

Prejudice occurs in equilibrium if there is at least one applicant that the employer

wishes to remove from consideration. Discrimination makes it easy to �nd that one

person to trigger an equilibrium path to prejudice, whereas it is not as easy without

discrimination. To see the impact of discrimination, consider, for example, wj(eE),

which is the level of wj in (10) when j expects all other applicants to make an e¤ort

at the level of symmetric equilibrium eE. At eE, F�jCm = F�Cm for all j. However,

since type j + 1 has fewer chances to be hired than type j due to discrimination,

it is expected that wj(eE) > wj+1(eE) > ::: > wn(eE). Consider the least favored

applicant n. For type n, the chance of surviving competition is zero (Inmk = 0)

because whenever m > k, there are k other applicants who are preferred and have

the same qualifying signal �H . If n�s signaling incentive is low enough that wn(eE) <

w0, the employer will be inclined to deviate from T by excluding the type n in the

review as the signal �H from type n is expected to have little value. Thus, the quality

of the weakest signal, type n�s signal, is all that matters to trigger prejudice.

Discrimination facilitates prejudice because the type n�s incentive is much lower

when there is discrimination. Without discrimination, under T , all applicants�signals

are equally weak since types i and j expect an equal chance of no-selection, 1�k=m >

0. In contrast, under discrimination, only the discriminated type j incurs the risk of

no-selection, 1� ��jm > 0, and the risk is disproportionately higher for those who are
less favored. Full information T is possible in equilibrium only if the weakest signal

from the most discriminated type n meets the minimum quality. In order to prevent

prejudice, anti-prejudice policies need to target the quality of the weakest signal, from

those who are subjected to the most discrimination.

Note that in (10), for the favored type i, the signaling incentive xiC is the same

as that of the pre-selected � under P (xiC = W = xp�C), which is free of competition.

Thus, with discrimination, full information T looks like a combination of P and extra

signals from discriminated types j. This makes us consider a di¤erent structure of

P . It may not be optimal to completely remove competition under P . The signals

from some j that are subjected to less discrimination (near i) are likely to be of high

quality. If those j are included instead, later at Stage 3, whenever some of i fail to

turn up with �H , those j with �H can be ready for the position. In the next section, we

consider this general framework of P where a limited degree of competition remains

among the pre-selected n� applicants.
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4 Generalized prejudice

4.1 Prejudice as a framework of limited competition

Suppose that under P , the employer �rst chooses n�(> k) applicants at Stage 1 and

then at Stage 3, selects the best k applicants out of those n� applicants. If more

than k are quali�ed (m > k), the pre-selected � 2 �P still face competition even
under P . Let ��m be the probability that the type � 2 �P obtains the position when
m > k. The optimal ��m resembles that of ��m under T in (10), except that ��m
narrowly applies only to the pre-selected n� applicants, n� < n. Prejudice applies to

the n � n� applicants who are excluded at the outset. In this way, P represents a

reduced competition among the pre-selected n� applicants.

Under P , type �Q applicant�s optimal e¤ort e�QP > 0 satis�es

cQ(e�QP ) = [�w� + (1� �)p�w�P ]W � x�CP , (11)

where w�P =
n�X

m=k+1

(F��Pm � ��m) +
 
1�

n�X
m=k+1

F��Pm

!
, (12)

and F��Pm is the probability that � is one of the m applicants with �H facing compe-

tition under P . The applicants excluded in Stage 1 make no e¤orts. The di¤erence

between (6) and (11) is that now the incentive under P is weighted by w�P � 1. w�P
depends on the probability of surviving competition ��m among n� applicants.

To describe how the applicants�incentive changes compared to T , suppose that

some unfavored applicants l are expecting elimination (e.g., wn(eE) < w0). Given

the order of discrimination, those applicants are near type n. Under P , the favored

group I � �P remains to face no competition, whereas the discriminated group

J � �P expects weaker competition as n� < n. Group J has a greater chance of no
competition

�
1�

Pn�

m=k+1 F�jPm

�
than under T . Meanwhile, if there is competition,

for any givenm(> k), j 2 J faces the same chance of selection Ijmk as before under T ,
as in (10). This is because the employer�s discrimination order (�im = 1 � �jm = Ijmk,
i � k < j) is the same as before (the excluded types l are all less favored). Overall,
the discriminated applicants j 2 �P (who survive the pre-screening in Stage 1) have
a greater signaling incentive than in T (wjP > wj).

Proposition 4 Prejudice is more likely to occur when competition is available for
the pre-selected n�applicants, k � n� < n.
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Proposition 5 The employer can choose the optimal level of competition through the
choice of optimal n� under P .

With limited competition under P , the employer has a greater incentive to deviate

from T . Added competition under P leaves the chance to reveal �H open to the

discriminated group J while continuing to provide the maximum incentives for the

favored group I. Then, in choosing P with competition, the employer can essentially

optimize the level of competition via the choice of n�, for any given k and n. Since

pre-selected j 2 �P has a higher signaling incentive under P than T , the quality

of their signals is higher. As a result, prejudice occurs more frequently when the

pre-selection of n�(> k) induces competition.

4.2 Inherited income inequality and prejudice

This section considers intergenerational wealth transfers to induce heterogeneity among

ex ante identical applicants. An inherited wealth level a¤ects applicants�signaling

e¢ ciency. Suppose that the game in our main framework is repeated for two gen-

erations, i.e., parents and children. Type �Q in the parent generation accumulates

wealth with the income that they earned from their signaling e¤orts. Their children

inherit the type � and their parents�wealth, whereas the ability Q of an applicant

in each generation is randomly chosen by nature. We assume that various signal-

ing technologies are available and that, with a higher level of wealth, an applicant

can a¤ord a more advanced technology with which the same e¤ort can be made

at a lower cost. The parent generation in our main framework in Section 3.2 has

ex ante identical applicants in that they can a¤ord only the same technology, i.e.,

c�L(e)=c�H(e) = cL(e)=cH(e) for all �, because they are endowed with the same wealth.

Suppose that in the parent generation, the applicants received equal opportunities

under full information T ; that hiring was non-discriminatory and that there were

k = qn(< n) positions available to hire all H-types. Let I be the group of those

who were hired for the positions and accumulated extra wealth. Without loss of

generality, those applicants in I are called types i = 1; 2; :::; k and the remaining

applicants are known as types j = k + 1; :::; n. Such an income disparity is not

undesirable as it is intended to re�ect di¤erent innate abilities of applicants. What

matters is how closely the income disparity matches the di¤erences in ability. Given

that the stochastic signals are not perfectly correlated with the applicants�abilities,
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the resulting wealth distribution may have been unjust to some H-types among j.

For an e¤ective signaling, the outcome distribution needs to match the di¤erences

in ability well and the mismatches should be minimized. This is possible if the

mismatches are due only to the stochastic errors of the signals.

However, inherited wealth can quickly undermine the e¢ ciency of signaling as it

repeatedly and systematically induces mismatches against jH. The wealth distribu-

tion inherited from the parent generation alters the children�s signaling environment.

With the inherited wealth, the children of type i applicants gain access to a more

e¤ective signaling technology. This makes signaling easier for them than it is for

the children of types j, thereby creating heterogeneity ciL(e)=ciH(e) > cjL(e)=cjH(e)

for any given e > 0.5 Then, ceteris paribus, the employer expects a higher quality

of signals from type i (eiL=eiH < ejL=ejH). Thus, whenever m > k, the employer

prefers type i to type j, i.e., �im > �jm and �im > �jm. Hence, the immediate impact

of the heterogeneity is to create discriminatory belief in ��m and ��m. Other things

being equal, the children of type i will have a more favorable signaling outcome due

to the advantages in signaling, than will the children of type j. As type j 2 J chil-
dren expect an unfavorable selection at Stage 3, j�s incentive to signal declines. The

expected discrimination further promotes prejudice, as shown in Proposition 3.

Proposition 6 Income inequality promotes discrimination and prejudice against ap-
plicants who have a low income.

Unlike in the parent generation, prejudice (and discrimination) in the children�s

generation is distorted due to inherited wealth. Note that the abilityQ is independent

of type �. Even if all of i 2 I were H-type in the parent generation, only q fraction of
them in the children�s generation are expected to be H-type. However, as signaling

becomes more favorable to type i, signals are utilized more from type i, whereas the

signals from type j are often discarded, despite that each of type j is still an H�type
with probability q. Hence, prejudice in the children�s generation is more ine¢ cient.

The same stochastic errors in signal �H from type i and type j are now weighed

di¤erently in the children�s generation, most adversely to j (although what creates

5For instance, with tutoring, type iH children may be better prepared for SAT than type jH
children. Type iH o¤spring can a¤ord expensive tuitions for college education while type jH children
may not. Type iH children may have more time to explore best options in their job search, whereas
type jH children may have to �nd any job to earn a living as soon as possible.
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an adverse environment for j�s children are the random errors in �H in the parent

generation). In this way, the errors work systematically against j.

More importantly, although the prejudice occurs against j essentially because j

belongs to a low-income group, it appears as if it is against type j. This seemingly

arbitrary relationship between type j and j�s low-income status becomes structural

as long as both types � and income status are inherited.

Corollary 2 (Inherited prejudice) An applicant�s income status is highly correlated
with the applicant�s type � when income-status is inherited as well as the type �. If

wealth determines the level of a¤ordable e¢ ciency in signaling, prejudice against a

type in the parent generation is inherited to the type�s children through their inherited

low-income status.

Proposition 6 shows that even if there is no discrimination or prejudice in the par-

ent generation, income inequality induces expectation of discrimination and prejudice

against some types in the children�s generation. In this case, a type is discriminated

as a result of bad luck. In contrast, Corollary 2 states that the inherited wealth di¤er-

ence reproduces prejudice against type j in the children�s generation. Type j parent�s

bad luck is inherited through the low wealth, which makes type i�s signal �H more

favorable than type j0s signal �H and type j�s children experience prejudice and dis-

crimination again. Thus, inherited income inequality facilitates inheriting prejudice

against the same type j with a low-income.

5 Policy implications

5.1 Income inequality and intergenerational mobility

Although the prejudice appears to occur systemically against a person of type j, in

essence, it is against the low-income status that type j inherits. Hence, the most

signi�cant implication of Proposition 6 and Corollary 2 is that meaningful equal

opportunities may not be feasible unless we make the starting point of everyone

equal in each generation to nullify the impact of inherited wealth. In this context,

progressive taxation of inheritances can be an e¤ective policy to sever the relationship

between inequality and prejudice and to reduce prejudice. Eliminating the impact

of inherited wealth can restore su¢ cient signaling incentives for low-income groups.

The following provides an example.
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Example 3 There are 3 types, � = 1; 2; 3, and k = 2. Types 1 and 2 are born as

H-type, whereas type 3 is L-type. Suppose that in the parent generation, the ex ante

identical applicants make the same e¤ort, eH = c�1H (wEW ) and eL = c�1L (wEW ),

wE > w0, and all have �H , but that only types 1 and 2 obtain the positions and

accumulate wealth. Suppose also that in the children�s generation, types 1 and 3 are

born as H-type, whereas type 2 is L-type. With inherited wealth, types 1 and 2 children

obtain a better signaling technology. As a result, c1L(e)=c1H(e) = c2L(e)=c2H(e) >

c3L(e)=c3H(e) = cL(e)=cH(e) for any e. The applicants expect that if all have �H , types

1 and 2 will receive priority in hiring and type 3 will obtain the position only if 1 or 2

has no �H . Thus, x1 = x2 = W , whereas x3 = (1�F1F2)W . If 1�F1F2 < w0, there
will be prejudice against type 3. This prejudice is due entirely to income inequality.

Without inequality, there would have been no prejudice since wE > w0. The prejudice

has nothing to do with type 3�s ability. Although type 3 is H-type and type 2 is L-type,

type 3 is excluded from �p, whereas type 2 is included.

Consider a progressive tax on the inheritances from types 1 and 2, which redis-

tributes the wealth to type 3 in order to improve all applicants�signaling technology toecL(e)=fcH(e)(> cL(e)=cH(e)). This improves wE to fwE > wE. Since the quality of all
signals is higher, the employer is willing to use full information T , in which case types

1 and 3 are likely to be hired. Then, the children�s income is independent of the par-

ents�income or type �, but correlated with the children�s ability. Applicants�income

status is intergenerationally mobile. This progressive tax policy enhances welfare by

increasing the chance of hiring an H-type.6

Chetty et al. (2014) �nd that less income inequality is correlated with high in-

tergenerational income mobility. According to the World Inequality Report (2018),

"the income-inequality [...] in the United States is largely due to massive educational

inequalities, combined with a tax system that grew less progressive [...] (p.10)." This

paper provides a theoretical reasoning for the empirical observations in the Report.

5.2 Non-neutral support for the disadvantaged

In order to ensure that signaling outcomes represent who has a talent (and not who

has an advantage in signaling), a meaningful, level playing �eld for all applicants needs

6Pickety et al. (2014) show that top tax rates of up to 80% could enhance welfare for everyone
except for those at the very top of the income distribution.
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to be restored. For this, it often requires unequal support for the disadvantaged.

For instance, a discriminatory a¢ rmative actions would be more e¤ective than a

neutral a¢ rmative actions in �ghting prejudice. Suppose that preparing for the SAT

is a lot more costly for minorityH�types than it is for majorityH�types. Color-blind
a¢ rmative actions (that adopt a race-neutral standard in assessing all candidates)

may not be e¤ective, if minority applicants have lower scores than majority applicants

on average, not because they have lower ability, but mainly because they do not have

a comparable amount of resources and time to prepare for the SAT. In this case, color-

sighted a¢ rmative actions may make up for the minority applicants�lost incentives.

In Example 3, non-neutral a¢ rmative actions for type 3 means implementing �33 >

�13 = �23 whenever all applicants have �H . This o¤sets the cost advantage given to

types 1 and 2. Thus, type 3 may expect a more or less equal incentive for signaling

under the a¢ rmative actions, W > x1 = x2 � x3 > w0W . This induces e¢ ciency-

improving full information.

As a result of a¢ rmative action bans for higher education, in California and Michi-

gan, any race-based decision is now prohibited in these college admission process.7

However, Antonovics and Backes (2013) report that, under a system that emphasized

grades and test scores, the rate of under-representation would be twice as great, if

the admission standard of the University of California system does not incorporate

race-relevant factors. This raises an important question in evaluating the e¢ ciency

of color-blind a¢ rmative actions: Are signals (such as test scores) race-neutral? The

present paper argues that it may not be the case, because the signaling process itself

imposes a signi�cant advantage for high-income groups and minorities tend to have

lower incomes. Test scores may be more closely correlated with the race than with

the ability. The di¤erence in test scores may mainly represent the racial di¤erence in

the ease of preparation of the test. If so, blind color-blind a¢ rmative action would

not work. As Aristotle argued, treating "like cases alike" is required for equality

and "identical treatment is not equal treatment,[..] if individuals are not similarly

situated."8

7In June 2013, the Supreme Court remanded the Fifth Circuit�s ruling on a¢ rming the admissions
policy, requesting for strict scrutiny in the decision. However, in 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that the University of Texas�consideration of race is not unconstitutional.

8"Minority Report," The Economist (Oct. 23, 2013)
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5.3 Improving signaling e¢ ciency

In this paper, prejudice is an outcome of ine¢ cient signaling. Although competi-

tion itself is not the cause of prejudice, if signaling is su¢ ciently ine¢ cient, a small

impediment to signaling, such as competition, can have a great impact to destroy

applicants�signaling incentives. Hence, prejudice often constitutes the evidence of

such ine¢ ciency.

Competitive signaling works best when the signals are highly di¤erentiable. The

signals need to represent well the hidden ability of the applicants, without being in�u-

enced by irrelevant factors, such as economic hardship or race. Only then, competitive

signaling is e¤ective and o¤ers meaningful opportunities to the applicants who would

not have had the same opportunities otherwise. Highly di¤erentiable signals reduce

the chance of discrimination, because it is unlikely to have too many quali�ed appli-

cants if the quali�cation is observed primarily with the high-ability applicants. As

discrimination declines, there is less incentive for prejudice. Hence, the main message

of this paper is that we need to improve the quality of signals under competitive

signaling, by minimizing any in�uence of irrelevant factors on the signals. Head Start

programs or the Every Student Succeeds Act are good examples to consider. These

policies aim to improve the reliability of signals by providing a more homogeneous

signaling environment for all applicants.

6 Conclusion

This paper models prejudice in a signaling game. Prejudice occurs when the employer

chooses to ignore informative signals from some applicants based on irrelevant char-

acteristics. In equilibrium, prejudice arises when the signals have low values because

the signaling is intrinsically ine¢ cient or discrimination distorts some applicants�

signaling incentives su¢ ciently to lower their signal values.

Signaling is ine¢ cient when a meaningful signaling e¤ort is too costly to make. In

this case, competition for a limited number of positions easily destroys the applicants�

incentives to signal. Prejudice against some applicants occurs just because giving an

equal incentive to signal to all applicants makes no signal valuable. In such a case,

blind equal-opportunity policies to ensure competitive signaling may not be e¤ective

and can actually facilitate prejudice.
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Even if signaling is e¢ cient, discrimination may facilitate prejudice by distort-

ing applicants�signaling incentives. When there is an expectation of discrimination

against some ex ante identical applicants, those who expect discrimination lose in-

centives for e¤ort. This lowers the value of their signals. In this case, the employer

is inclined to choose prejudice because excluding a few of those applicants is likely to

enhance the quality of the signals from all remaining applicants.

In consideration of the inherited parents�wealth that determines the children�s

cost of signaling, we explain the cause and e¤ect of heterogeneity among the appli-

cants. The heterogeneity naturally leads to the belief that there will be discrimination

against the applicants with a low income. Thus, type j who inherits a low-income

status from her parent is likely to be subject to discrimination. This facilitates preju-

dice against type j. This prejudice that originated in income-inequality is passed onto

the next generation as type j0s children inherit type j along with the low-income sta-

tus of their parents. This establishes a strong correlation between low income-status

and prejudiced stereotypes. We argue that progressive tax policies to reduce income

inequality can lessen prejudice and improve welfare. We also discuss why e¤ective

a¢ rmative actions should not be neutral in such a case.

In this paper, we assume that applicants�e¤orts are undertaken purely for the

purpose of signaling their innate ability, H or L. The ability is una¤ected by the

e¤ort. Thus, even if prejudice depletes some applicants�signaling incentives, it does

not reduce the productive potential of the economy. This implies that the economy

can easily restore its potential as long as the incentives are properly realigned. How-

ever, this assumption may not hold in reality. Often, the e¤ort enhances the ability,

as in the case of human capital investment. In that case, the impact of prejudice

would be dire. Discouraged investment e¤ort would erode the economy�s productive

potential, which can never be restored by incentive realignment. In this case, a more

aggressive policy intervention to reduce and prevent prejudice would be necessary.

Overall, an e¤ective policy to reduce prejudice is to improve the quality of signals.

The information from signals needs to be valuable to the employer in order to make the

employer use more information. The signals are valuable when they can di¤erentiate

the hidden quality of applicants correctly and e¤ectively. Hence, for the best use of

competitive signaling, it is important to restore the fundamental function of signals,

which is to di¤erentiate correctly.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Proof of Lemma 1: Equilibrium in non-competitive sig-

naling

When e�L=e�H = � = q(V �W )=(1 � q)W > 0, V�(e�L=e�H = �) = 0. This means
that there exists a level of pre-selection probability p under prejudice (P ) at which
c�1L (pW )

c�1H (pW )
= �. Then, p = w0. If all of � applicants believe that p� > p, even with the

expectation of P , x� = p�W gives a su¢ cient incentive for signaling for all � to induce

� > eL(p�W )
eH(p�W )

, which makes reviewing all the applications worthwhile for the employer,

V�( eL(p�W )
eH(p�W )

) > 0. Thus, the employer acquires all of the signaled information (T ).

Then, in equilibrium, x� = W , e�Q = c�1�Q(W ) for all �. However, if some � expect

p� � p, they do not make enough e¤orts to induce a low value of signal, V� � 0. Hence,
the self-ful�lling expectation of a low p� can lead to an equilibrium of prejudice (P ),

� = 0, in which p� = 0, or p� = p for some � (p� � p).

7.2 Proof of Proposition 2

For any e�L=e�H < �, V�(e�L=e�H) > 0. Thus, the employer would �nd the signal

�H from applicant � valuable only if he expects e�L=e�H < �. On the other hand,

an applicant ��s incentive for e¤ort x� = w�W depends on w�, and (5) shows that

w� mainly depends on other applicants�e¤orts e�� and ��m for all m > k. Hence,

in this framework, an essential component of an equilibrium is the applicants�self-

ful�lling expectation over the employer�s discrimination and prejudice strategy and

other applicants�e¤orts. The expectation leads to a particular level of e, at which

full information may or may not be valuable to the employer.

(A) Suppose that the employer expects e�L=e�H < � for all � and the employer

wants full information from all applicants, T . Under this expectation and ��m
= k=m, the applicants expect the same signaling incentive x = wW , where w

(the same for all �) is w� in (5) evaluated at ��m = k=m. Let e = (eH(x),

eL(x)) denote the applicants�e¤ort vector for a given x. In equilibrium, the

applicants�expectation needs to be correct in the sense that there exists a wE
de�ned in (9) and x = xE = wEW under T , and eE = (eH(xE), eL(xE)) at xE.

Also, we need to show that the employer�s expectation must be correct in that
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eL(xE)=eH(xE) < � and VE > 0, where

VE = qeH(xE)(V �W )� (1� q)eL(xE)W . (13)

With ���m = k=m, at eE, the employer�s payo¤ from full information T is

E(T ; eE) = nwEVE, (14)

whereas at eE, the employer�s payo¤ from P , using partial information only

from any n�(< n) of pre-selected applicants and randomizing with po�, is

E(P ; eE) = kVE, (15)

since po�0 = 0 for other �0. The employer has no incentive to deviate to P if

E(T ; eE) > E(P ; eE)() (nwE � k)VE > 0.

(1) First, we show that nwE > k. The condition wE > k=n can be rewritten

as 1 � k=n >
Pn

m=k+1 F�Cm(1 � k=m). This holds because 1 � k=n � (1 �
k=m) and 1 >

Pn
m=k+1 F�Cm. Thus, 1 � k=n >

Pn
m=k+1 F�Cm(1 � k=n) >Pn

m=k+1 F�Cm(1� k=m). Then, E(T ; eE) > E(P ; eE) as long as VE > 0.

(2) From (13), VE > 0 if and only if

eL(xE)

eH(xE)
< �, c�1L (wEW )

c�1H (wEW )
< � =

c�1L (w0W )

c�1H (w0W )
. (16)

From the monotonicity of c�1L (x)=c
�1
H (x) in Assumption 2, w0 is unique. Since

c�1L (x)=c
�1
H (x) is decreasing in x, (16) holds if wE > w0. Thus, as long as

wE > w0, VE > 0 and T can occur in equilibrium. However, if wE � w0, then
VE � 0 and T can never be optimal.

(B) Now consider equilibrium P . Suppose that P is expected. For a type � 2 �P
who expects to be pre-selected, the incentive to signal is xp�C = p

o
�W > 0 and

other type �0 =2 �P makes no e¤ort expecting po�0 = 0 and x
p
�0C = 0. Then, at

eP = (e�H(p
o
�W ); e�L(p

o
�W ); e�0H(0) = e�0L(0) = 0), the employer�s expected
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payo¤ from P is,

E(P ; po�, eP ) =
X
�2�P

po�V�P = k
X

V�P , (17)

where V�P = qe�H(po�W )(V �W )� (1� q)e�L(po�W )W: (18)

First, given that not all applicants are reviewed, each of the signals from P

must be more valuable to the employer than the value of signals from T . Let

us de�ne en s.t. wE = k=en. Since wE > k=n, en < n. The pre-selected applicants
� produce a higher-quality signal only if

e�L(p
o
�W )

e�H(po�W )
=
c�1L (p

o
�W )

c�1H (p
o
�W )

>
e��L(wEW )

e��H(wEW )
=
c�1L (wEW )

c�1H (wEW )
=
c�1L ((k=en)W )
c�1H ((k=en)W ) .

Therefore, for P to occur in equilibrium, po� and n
� must be chosen to satisfy

po� > wE for � 2 �P and n� < en. Since n� and po� are complementary, an optimal
combination of the two are sought. If n� = k, then po� = 1 for all � 2 �P . Then,
xp�C = W and the payo¤ VP at eQ(W ) can be de�ned as

VP � V�P (eQ(W )) = qeH(W )(V �W )� (1� q)eL(W )W > 0 (19)

If n� > k, in contrast, po� < 1 for some �, which lowers V�.

From (17), it is clear that pre-selecting more n� (i.e. lowering applicants�po�)

only a¤ects V�P . Consider, for example, from n� = k, adding one more applicant
and dividing one position between two candidates with an equal chance, other

things being equal. Then, E(P ;n� = k) = kVp(eQ(W )), whereas E(P ; k+1) =
(k�1)V�p(eQ(W ))+2�1=2V�p(eQ(1=2W )). Since c

�1
L (x)

c�1H (x)
(and e�L(x)

e�H(x)
) is decreasing

in x, V�P increases in x. Thus, E(P ;n� = k) > E(P ; k + 1). We can see that
any redistribution of po� with a higher n� > k will only lower E(P ). Thus,

the optimal n� = k and po� = 1. In this case, w�(ep) = 1 for all � 2 �P ,

eP = (e�H(W ); e�L(W ); e�0H(0) = e�0L(0) = 0). With these choices of n� and

po�, E(P ; eP ) = E(T ; eP ). Thus, P is an equilibrium.

(C) From (A) and (B), if wE � w0, T is never preferred. Hence, the equilib-

rium always involves P . At equilibrium P , n� = k and po� = 1. In this

case, xp�C = W > xE > xp�0C = 0. Equilibrium prejudice when wE � w0 is
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perturbation-proof in that any perturbation around the equilibrium will not

lead to an alternative equilibrium that involves T .

7.3 Comparative Statics

From Proposition 2, what reduces the expected quality of signal �H under full infor-

mation facilitates prejudice.

Lemma 2 Ceteris paribus, prejudice is more likely to occur in equilibrium if

1. the ine¢ ciency of signaling technology c�1L =c
�1
H increases,

2. the value of H�type�s skill V decreases, or

3. the probability that an applicant is of H�type, q, decreases.

(1) As c�1L =c
�1
H increases, in order to attain �, a high incentive is required, i.e.,

w0 ! 1. Then, it is likely that that c�1L (wEW )=c
�1
H (wEW ) > � � c�1L (W )=c

�1
H (W ).

Hence, distributing the incentives across all applicants easily lowers wE to the level

below w0. The employer is more likely to choose P .

(2) A lower V lowers q(V �W )=(1� q)W . Thus, as V decreases, it is more likely
that � < e�L(xE)=e�H(xE) and VE(xE) < 0, other things being equal. Therefore,

prejudice is more likely to occur for a low V . A low V implies that the skill of the

H�type is not much more valuable than the skill of the L�type, which lowers the
value of signals. Hence, prejudice is more likely to be prevalent in an occupation that

does not require distinctive skills.

(3) A lower q a¤ects the signaling incentive xE = [1�
Pn

m=k+1 F�Cm(1�k=m)]W
as well as q(V �W )=(1�q)W . The probability of competition

Pn
m=k+1 F�Cm depends

on how likely other applicant �0 will have �H . The probability of observing �H from

applicant �0, F�0 = qe�0H+(1�q)e�0L, is an increasing function of q. Thus, a decrease in
q increases the incentive to signal xE by decreasing the probability of competition and

lowers q(V �W )=(1�q)W . Let eL0 be the level at which eL0 = qL(V �W )=(1�qL)W
for a lower qL < q. Then, eL0 = c�1L (xL0)=c

�1
H (xL0) = qL(V �W )=(1 � qL)W < �.

Since e�L
e�H

decreases as x increases, it must be that xL0 > x0 for qL < q. That is, for a

low q, a higher level of incentive xL0 is required to get VE(xL0) = 0. Therefore, other
things being equal, prejudice is more likely to occur for a low q.
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7.4 Proof of Proposition 3

(A) wn(eE) is the level of signaling incentive for the least favorable applicant n

who has no chance of winning the competition even after being quali�ed. If

wn(eE) < w0, the employer expects Vn < 0 under discrimination. Then, the

employer would always prefer deviating from T by dismissing n because E(T ) =Pn
l=1wlVl <

Pn�1
l=1 wlVl. Thus, full information cannot occur in equilibrium.

(B) Without discrimination, the incentive to deviate from full information depends

on whether wE < w0, whereas with discrimination, it depends on whether

wn(eE) < w0. Thus, in order to prove that discrimination facilitates prejudice,

it would be su¢ cient to show that wn(eE) < wE for type n. wn(eE) < wE if

and only if
Pn

m=k+1 F�nCm >
Pn

m=k+1 F�Cm(1� k
m
). F�nCm is the probability

that type n with �H faces competition against other m � 1 applicants with
�H . This depends on the level of other applicants�e¤orts. If other applicants�

e¤ort level is the same eE, type n faces competition with the same probability,

F�nCm = F�Cm. Hence, the condition is satis�ed. This means that due to

discrimination, whenever in competition, type n is not selected with probability

1, whereas the probability is lower at (1 � k
m
) without discrimination, if the

probability of facing competition is the same.

(C) Let e�UE = (eiH , eiL, edjH , e
d
jL) be the e¤ort levels by i and j applicants when

they expect full information T under this belief of discriminatory ��m. Since,

in some cases, competition may not be necessary (1 �
Pn

m=k+1 F�jCm > 0),

xjC > 0 for j, implying that edjH > 0 and edjL > 0. We need to show that

wn(eE) < wE leads to wn(e�UE) < wE. With discrimination, n�s incentive to

make e¤orts decreases, and the competitor�s incentive increases. The competi-

tors� e¤orts under discrimination e0�n are higher than e�n without discrimi-

nation. Since the probability of facing competition is an increasing function

of the e¤orts, the probability that type n faces competition under discrim-

ination F�nCm(e0�n) is higher than that under non-discrimination F�Cm(e�n).

Then, the probability that type n is not selected is higher under discrimination,

i.e.,
Pn

m=k+1 F�nCm(e
0
�n) >

Pn
m=k+1 F�Cm(e�n) >

Pn
m=k+1 F�Cm(e�n)(1� k

m
).

Hence, wn(e�UE) < wn(eE) < wE.
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7.5 Proof of Equilibrium with Generalized Prejudice When

c�L(e)=c�H(e) = cL(e)=cH(e) for All �.

(A) Equilibrium: prejudice with nondiscriminatory ��m

There are three possible equilibria: (1) P is chosen with n� = k. In equilibrium,

applicants correctly anticipate n� = k and make e¤orts at e�P , (2) P is chosen with

n� > k, or (3) T is chosen.

Consider case (3). In order for T to be an equilibrium, it must be that wE > w0 as

shown above in the proof of Proposition 2. xE is the level of the incentive under T for

all �. When applicants anticipate T , they make e¤orts at eE. E(T ; ���m = k=m, eE)

is described in (14). At eE, excluding the applicant n (moving to P with competition

among n � 1 applicants) results in (n � 1)wE(eE)VE < E(T ), since VE > 0 for

wE > w0. Hence, T is an equilibrium when wE > w0. The equilibrium e¤ort level is

symmetric at eE, there is no discrimination ���m = k=m.

Consider cases (1) and (2). In the case of P , under the expectation of ��m = k=m,

F��Pm = F�Pm for all � 2 �P , when m > k. Then, for the n� pre-selected applicants

xEP = wEPW and wEP = 1�
n�X

m=k+1

F�Pm

�
1� k

m

�
< 1. (20)

Compared to wE, the only di¤erence in wEP is the probability of facing competitionPn�

m=k+1 F�Pm since only n
� applicants are in consideration. For any given e¤ort e,

other things being equal, the probability of facing competition under n� is lower.

The applicants expect that wEP (e) > wE(e), which increases the e¤orts of the n�

applicants. As n� ! k, wEP ! 1.

Let eEP = (eH(xEP ), eL(xEP ); 0; 0) be the vector of e¤orts when applicants expect

xEP with ��m = k=m under P . At eEP , the employer �s expected payo¤ from P is

E(P ; ��m = k=m, eEP ) = n�wEPVEP , (21)

where VEP = qeH(xEP )(V �W )� (1� q)eL(xEP )W . (22)

At eEP , adding the rest of n� n� applicants in the pool results in E(T ; eEP ) =

n�wEPVEP = E(P ; eEP ). Thus, P is an equilibrium. Given that V is an increasing
function of x, VEP (xEP ) > VE(xE). Thus, if VE < 0, equilibrium is always P . Since

xEP ! W as n� ! k, VEP (xEP )! VP (W ) > 0.
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The equilibrium prejudice P without competition in case (1) can occur due to

self-ful�lling expectations of n� = k. Under this expectation, the optimal e¤ort level

is e�P at which E(P ; p�, e
�
P ) = kVP = E(P ; ��m = k=m, e�P ) = E(T ; ���m = k=m, e�P ).

In equilibrium P of case (2), for any given n�, applicants correctly anticipate n�

and make e¤orts at e�EP . At e
�
EP , the expected payo¤ from P is given by (21). In

equilibrium, such a n� > k sustains as long as VEP > 0. (Otherwise, the employer is
better o¤ by lowering the n�.) At e�EP , increasing n

� does not increase E(P ) because

other applicants �0 =2 �P are not making any e¤orts. Given that VEP > 0, it is

an equilibrium only if lowering n� does not improve the payo¤, i.e., n�wEPVEP >
(n� � 1)gwEPVEP , where gwEP := 1 �Pn��1

m=k+1 F�Pm
�
1� k

m

�
. This holds only if 1 �Pn��1

m=k+1 F�Pm
�
1� k

m

�
> n�F�Pn�

�
n��k
n�

�
at e�EP .

(B) Equilibrium: prejudice under the belief of discriminatory ��m

Let e�UP = (e�iH , e
�
iL, e

�
jHP , e

�
jLP ; 0; 0) be the vector of e¤orts by i 2 I, j 2 J ,

l 2 L = �n�P , and i � k < j < l � n in groups I; J , and L of type Q = H;L. By
de�nition, x�iCP = W > x�jCP � wjPW > x�lCP = 0, where wjP =

Pn�

m=k+1(F�jPm �
Ijmk) + (1 �

Pn�

m=k+1 F�jPm). The e¤orts satisfy e
�
iQ = c

�1
Q (W ), e

�P
jQ = c

�1
Q (wjPW ),

and e�lHP = e
�
lLP = 0. For given e

�
UP , with the strategic plan of p

o
i = p

o
j = 1; p

o
l = 0,

�oim = 1; �
o
jm = Ijmk, the employer expects

E(P ; e�UP ) = kVp +
n�X

j=k+1

wjPVj(e�jHP ; e�jLP )

from P with limited competition, where Vp de�ned in (19) is when xiC = W , and

Vp > Vj(e�jHP ; e�jLP ). Then, E(P ; e�UP ) = E(T ; e�UP ) when the strategic plan of �oim =
1; �ojm = Ijmk is expected under T , because Vl = 0 as e�lHP = e�lLP = 0. By assumption,
for a slightly positive s � 0, the employer prefers P .
The optimal n� varies, depending on the level of self-ful�lling expectation of ex-

clusion. Suppose that the employer chooses l� applicants in �P and that for the

last applicant l�, wl�P > w0. Then, Vl� > 0 at e�UP and the employer cannot

do better by deviating to a lower ,n� = l� � 1 since
Pl�

j=k+1wjVj(e�jHP ; e�jLP ) >Pl��1
j=k+1wjVj(e�jHP ; e�jLP ) given that Vl� > 0. Deviating to a higher n� > l� does

not a¤ect the payo¤ since e�lHP = e�lLP = 0 for l > l�. Thus, pre-selecting n� = l�

applicants and excluding the rest (l� + 1 through n) in the review is an equilibrium.
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e�UP is optimal for given expectation of P with n
� = l�. Hence, choosing l� applicants

with the plan of (poi = p
o
j = 1; p

o
l = 0, �

o
im = 1; �

o
jm = Ijmk) is an equilibrium.

Let n0 be the largest integer among all of such l�that gives wn0P > w0 under

P when the rest of l > n0 applicants are eliminated in the review. Then, Vn0�1 >
Vn0 > 0. The employer has no incentive to use less information than n0 for given

e�UP = (e
�
iH , e

�
iL, e

�
jHP , e

�
jLP ; 0; 0), for i � k < j � n0 < n. Including more than n0

applicants does not improve E(P ) either. Thus, the n0 is the largest n� that gives

E(P ) > E(T ). Equilibrium P exists for any k � n� � n0. The determination of n�

depends on self-ful�lling expectation of prejudice against type l by applicants.

On the other hand, full information T may occur in equilibrium at e�UE (see the

proof of Proposition 3-(C)) when wn(eE) > w0 as a result of self-ful�lling expectation

of T with discriminatory ��m. The proof of this equilibrium is straightforward from

the proof of Proposition 3.

7.6 Proof of Propositions 4 and 5

Note that all the parameter ranges that lead to equilibrium P without competition

is still available when P includes competition. Hence, all we need to show is that

there exists a case that was not a part of equilibrium P without competition but now

available for equilibrium as a result of including competition under P .

First, consider the case with equilibrium with discriminatory ��m (refer to the

proof of equilibria under discriminatory ��m in the above Proof 5.(B)). It is straight-
forward to see that there exists a range of parameters in which the following condition

holds: at e�UP = (e�iH , e
�
iL, e

�
jHP , e

�
jLP ; 0; 0) de�ned in the Proof 5.(B), E(P; n

� >

k; e�UP ) = kVp +
n�X

j=k+1

wjPVj(e�jHP ; e�jLP ) = E(T ; e�UP ) > E(P; n� = k; e�UP ) = kVp.

In that range, in equilibrium, prejudice occurs if P involves competition while it

doesn�t if P does not involve competition.

Second, consider the case of equilibrium with non-discriminatory ��m (refer to the

proof of equilibria under non-discriminatory belief of ��m in the above Proof 5.(A)).
Suppose wE > w0. Full information T may or may not occur in equilibrium depending

on the applicants�expectation. Without competition, self-ful�lling expectation of P

leads to an equilibrium only when n� = k; poi = 1, p
o
j = 0, x

p
iC = W > xE > x

p
jC = 0,

i 2 �P , j =2 �P . With competition, prejudice exists in equilibrium for other levels of
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self-ful�lling expectation, e.g., when n� = k + 1; poi = p
o
j = 1; p

o
l = 0, �

o
im = 1; �

o
jm =

Ijmk, i; j 2 �P , l, =2 �P , and i � k < j = i+ 1 < l � n.

7.7 Proof of Equilibrium with Generalized Prejudice When

ciL(e)=ciH(e) 6= cjL(e)=cjH(e)

The proof is available upon request, but skipped here as it is not related to the main

results of the paper.

7.8 Proof of Proposition 6

To prove this, we show that prejudice is more likely to occur when an applicant with

a higher income has an advantage in signaling compared to other applicants with

a lower income, than otherwise. This is similar to the equilibrium prejudice shown

above in the Proof 5.(B) with discriminatory ��m. The only di¤erences are: (i) the
expectation of discrimination is now backed by di¤erent signaling costs and (ii) the

e¤ect of the belief on signaling e¤orts is enhanced by the cost di¤erences.

Consider two signaling technologies A and B. The marginal cost of signaling with
A is lower than the cost with B. Suppose that (i) type i has a higher income than type
j, (ii) technology A is more expensive to the extent that only type i can a¤ord it, and
(iii) when using A, the reduction in the marginal cost is greater for the H�type and,
thus, ciL(e)=ciH(e) = (1 � �L)cjL(e)=(1 � �H)cjH(e) > cjL(e)=cjH(e) , �L < �H

for any e > 0. Ceteris paribus, type i is expected to make more e¤orts than type j,

which gives an expectation of Vi > Vj. Then, ceteris paribus, the employer favors i
group over j group. Thus, under full information T , if more than k applicants have

a �H , the expectation is that �oim = 1, and �
o
jm = Ijmk.

(1) As this removes all the strategies under the belief of non-discriminatory �oim
from the set of possible equilibria, the equilibrium of full information T when wE > w0
is no longer feasible. (2) In all parameter ranges, discrimination backed by income

inequality induces a greater incentive to deviate from T (shown in Proposition 3).
(1) and (2) show that prejudice is more likely to occur in equilibrium.
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